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Often referred to as the 'Gentle Giant,' the Clydesdale is a Scottish breed that was bred as a
farmer's working horse. Over the years these intelligent, sturdy animals have become popular
with recreational riders. Perhaps even more so than its incredible physique, the Clydesdale's
most distinctive feature is the long silky bouquet of hair growing below its knees, swaying
gracefully with every step. Those who appreciate these magnificent horses are sure to enjoy this
Clydesdales wall calendar. An 18-month calendar, it includes 13 stunning images and even
clearer grids and text. Each one features an opening spread with a six-month (July-December
2014) overview to plan the last six months of the year and rev up for 2015. Filled with an
abundance of holidays, each month's grid is large enough for daily tasks and appointments.

About the AuthorOur location in the Wisconsin northwoods helps keep Willow Creek Press off
the publishing world's radar. Around here, we're more accustomed to landing walleyes and
muskies than big books and authors - events hardly worthy of note in Publisher's Weekly. But, a
few years ago we did get noticed with the release of Just Labs, a unique and colorful tribute to
Labrador retrievers. The book quickly became a bestseller (now with 250,000 copies in print)
and frankly startled us with its success. We were not surprised for long, however, and now an
entire line of popular Willow Creek Press titles evokes the myriad joys of dog and cat ownership.
Today we are known for these high-quality, light-hearted books and feature over 40 such titles in
a continually-expanding line.
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sherba22, “Five Stars. Beautiful bright colors. Nice size daily blocks. Great size calendar. Looks
good in an office.”

mo, “Five Stars. Great calendar !”

Katie, “Five Stars. Loved this!”

NB, “Great calendar. So colorful. I love it.”

doriangrey, “Glossy, lovely calendar. Lovely quality glossy paper and great reproductions. Large,
like looking at it on the wall. Great calendar.”

C. Ingram, “Four Stars. Just as advertised - good size and paper quality.”

Joe Kelly, “Five Stars. great”

Maggie Knockater, “Five Stars. Bought it as a Christmas present and the recipient's thank you
email had the subject line "Kandinsky's a Wow!"”

The book by Workman Publishing has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 10 people have provided
feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 336 pages
Item Weight: 6.4 ounces
Dimensions: 11.81 x 0.12 x 11.81 inches
Calendar: 24 pages
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